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Abstract. The generalized master equation for a two-level atom driven by a
strong classical � eld and damped into a ‘tailored ’ reservoir with a non-� at
density of modes is derived under the Born–Markov approximation. To derive
the master equation the dressing transformation on the atomic operators is
performed � rst and next the dressed operators are coupled to the reservoir and
the corresponding damping rates are calculated. The modi� cations introduced
by a strong � eld and/or by the reservoir with the non-� at density of modes lead
to non-standard terms in the master equation, some of which are reminiscent of
terms known for squeezed vacuum reservoirs. The optical Bloch equations
based on this generalized master equation are obtained and solved for the steady
state. The solutions are discussed from the point of view of both bare and
dressed atoms. Analytical formulas for the � uorescence and probe absorption
spectra are obtained and illustrated graphically.

1. Introduction
An excited two-level atom placed in a reservoir of vacuum modes undergoes

spontaneous emission and its energy is irreversibly transferred to the reservoir.
The spontaneous emission rate is usually supposed to be an inherent property of
the atom. In fact, it has been known for a long time that the atomic damping rates
depend on the mode structure of the atomic environment [1–3]. However, when
the density of modes of the reservoir is essentially � at, as for vacuum, one can
neglect any modi� cations of the atomic spontaneous emission rate and assume that
it is equal to the Einstein A coeYcient. When the atom is driven on resonance by a
strong monochromatic laser beam the structure of atomic levels changes drama-
tically. For very strong � elds, when the Rabi frequency becomes much bigger than
the spontaneous emission rate, the dressed atom picture can be used to describe
atomic dynamics [4, 5]. When the laser � eld is treated quantum mechanically the
diagonalization of the ‘atom ‡ laser � eld ’ Hamiltonian leads to an in� nite ladder of
doublets indexed by the number of photons of the laser � eld. Transitions between
the adjacent doublets contribute to the emission from the atom. The dressed atom
approach gives a clear physical interpretation of the emission spectra.

A strong laser � eld, in many cases, can be considered as a classical � eld, and the
‘semiclassical dressed states ’ can be used to describe atomic radiative properties [6–
8]. Also in the dressed atom description the damping rates are usually treated as
constants that do not depend on the strength of the applied � eld and the structure
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of the reservoir. However, the situation is quite diVerent when the driven atom is
placed in an environment with the density of modes that appreciably depends on
frequency [3, 9, 10]. Lewenstein and Mossberg [9] have analysed the spectral and
statistical properties of atoms driven by a strong, single-mode light � eld and
coupled to a reservoir of electromagnetic � eld modes with strong frequency
dependence. They used a non-Markovian approach leading to a complicated set
of equations describing the atomic dynamics. Their theory predicted a number of
interesting features of the atomic spectra, one of which was an asymmetry of the
� uorescence spectrum radiated to the background modes which has been measured
by Lezama et al. [11].

Recently, the master equation has been derived [12, 13] for the reduced atomic
density matrix under the Born–Markov approximation which takes into account
the dependence of the relaxation rates on the strength of the laser � eld. In this
master equation, even for � at reservoirs like ordinary vacuum, the relaxation rates
depend on the strength of the � eld through the !3 factor in the vacuum density of
modes. Keitel and co-workers [14, 15] have shown that in the secular limit the
resonance � uorescence spectra should be symmetric even for tailored reservoirs
with an asymmetric density of modes despite the fact that the dressed states
populations are not equal. The reason for this is that the diVerence in populations
is compensated for by the diVerence in the transition rates between the dressed
states. They emphasized that it is important for strong � elds to perform the
dressing operation � rst and only after that consider the coupling of the dressed
atom to the reservoir modes. The results obtained in this way diVer from the
results obtained in the conventional treatment.

In this paper we derive the master equation, in the Born and Markov
approximation, for the two-level atom driven by a strong, classical laser � eld
and placed in a tailored reservoir. Our master equation explicitly includes the
dependence of the relaxation rates on the Rabi frequency of the driving � eld as well
as the structure of the reservoir modes which is modelled by a Lorentzian function.
In our derivation we � rst perform a dressing transformation and next couple the
dressed atomic operators to the reservoir. The order in which the two interactions
are introduced in the calculations is not an obvious matter, and the results can
depend on the order in which the calculation is carried out. This problem has been
addressed by Keitel et al. [14]. They have provided arguments for the order in
which the dressing transformation is performed before the system is coupled to the
reservoir, which is important when the driving � eld is strong. We accept their
arguments here, and perform the dressing transformation � rst, but we do not
make the secular approximation from the beginning. This allows us to make an
a posteriori statement that this order leads to the results that reproduce correctly
the traditional results in the weak � eld limit.

Since we treat the laser � eld as classical, our approach is in the spirit of the
semiclassical dressed states used recently by Berman [16] to calculate the reso-
nance � uorescence and absorption spectra, except that we do not actually use the
dressed states but work rather with the dressed operators. This allowed us to
obtain the master equation in the operator form which is pretty simple and yet
suYciently general to predict eVects that usually require more elaborate tech-
niques. We also derive the optical Bloch equations based on this master equation
and discuss their steady-state solutions. Using the Bloch equations and the
quantum regression theorem, we have obtained analytical formulas for the
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resonance � uorescence and probe absorption spectra that are valid not only in the
secular limit but for arbitrary values of the Rabi frequency. We discuss some non-
secular eVects in the spectra to demonstrate the applicability of the master
equation.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the derivation of the
master equation. In section 3 the optical Bloch equations and their steady-state
solutions are discussed both in the bare and dressed atom pictures. In section 4 the
resonance � uorescence spectrum is obtained and discussed, and in section 5 we
study the probe absorption spectrum. Finally, we end up with conclusion in
section 6.

2. Derivation of the master equation
We consider a two-level atom driven by a strong monochromatic laser � eld of

frequency !L with the Rabi frequency O and detuned by D ˆ !L ¡ !A from the
atomic transition frequency !A. We derive the master equation that takes into
account explicitly the dependence of atomic relaxation rates on the strength of the
� eld as well as the structure of the reservoir. The idea of the approach was
proposed by Carmichael and Walls [17] and Cresser [18], and recently used by
Yeoman and Barnett [19] and Tanaś et al. [20] to derive the master equation for a
two-level atom damped by a squeezed vacuum with � nite bandwidth. In this
approach, we � rst perform the dressing transformation to include the interaction
of the atom with the driving � eld and then couple the resulting dressed atom to the
reservoir. We derive the master equation under the Markov approximation which
requires the reservoir bandwidth to be much greater than the atomic line width,
but not necessarily greater than the Rabi frequency of the driving � eld and the
detuning.

We start from the Hamiltonian of the system which in the rotating-wave and
electric-dipole approximations is given by

H ˆ HA ‡ HR ‡ HL ‡ HI; …1†

where

HA ˆ 1
2·h!A¼z ˆ ¡1

2·hD¼z ‡ 1
2·h!L¼z …2†

is the Hamiltonian of the atom,

HR ˆ ·h
…1

0
!b‡…!†b…!† d! …3†

is the Hamiltonian of the reservoir � eld,

HL ˆ 1
2·hO‰¼‡ exp …¡i!Lt ¡ i’† ‡ ¼¡ exp …i!Lt ‡ i’†Š …4†

is the interaction between the atom and the classical laser � eld, and

HI ˆ i·h
…1

0
K…!†‰¼‡b…!† ¡ b‡…!†¼¡Š d! …5†

is the interaction of the atom with the reservoir. In (2)–(5), K…!† is the coupling of
the atom to the reservoir modes, D ˆ !L ¡ !A is the detuning of the driving laser
� eld frequency !L from the atomic resonance !A, and ¼‡, ¼¡, and ¼z are the Pauli
pseudo-spin operators describing the two-level atom. The laser driving � eld
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strength is given by the Rabi frequency O (assumed real) and its phase is ’, while
the operators b…!† and b‡…!† are the annihilation and creation operators for the
reservoir modes satisfying the commutation relation

‰b…!†; b‡…! 0†Š ˆ ¯…! ¡ ! 0†: …6†

In order to derive the master equation we perform a two-step unitary
transformation. In the � rst step we use the second part of the atomic Hamiltonian
(2) and the free � eld Hamiltonian (3) to transform to the frame rotating with the
laser frequency !L and to the interaction picture with respect to the reservoir
modes. The rotating frame is also shifted in phase by ’, i.e. we introduce new
raising and lowering operators which absorb the phase factor according to the
relations

¼¡ exp …i’† ! ¼¡; ¼‡ exp …¡i’† ! ¼‡: …7†

After these transformations our system is described by the Hamiltonian

H0 ‡ Hr
I…t†; …8†

where

H0 ˆ ¡1
2·h¢¼z ‡ 1

2·hO…¼‡ ‡ ¼¡†; …9†

and

Hr
I…t† ˆ i·h

…1

0
K…!†‰¼‡b…!† exp ‰i’ ‡ i…!L ¡ !†tŠ:

¡ b‡…!†¼¡ exp ‰¡i’ ¡ i…!L ¡ !†tŠŠ d!; …10†

The second step is the unitary dressing transformation performed with the
Hamiltonian H0, given by (9). The transformation

¼§…t† ˆ exp ¡ i
·h

H0t

µ ¶
¼§ exp

i
·h

H0t

µ ¶
…11†

leads to the following time-dependent atomic raising and lowering operators

¼§…t† ˆ 1
2‰¨…1 § ~D†~¼¡ exp …¡iO 0t†:

§ …1 ¨ ~D†~¼‡ exp …iO 0t† ‡ ~O~¼zŠ; …12†

where

~¼¡ ˆ 1
2‰…1 ¡ ~D†¼¡ ¡ …1 ‡ ~D†¼‡ ¡ ~O¼zŠ;

~¼‡ ˆ 1
2‰¡…1 ‡ ~D†¼¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†¼‡ ¡ ~O¼zŠ; …13†

~¼z ˆ ~O…¼¡ ‡ ¼‡† ¡ ~D¼z;

are the dressed operators oscillating at frequencies ¡O 0, O 0 and 0, respectively, and

~O ˆ O
O 0 ; ~D ˆ D

O 0 ; O 0 ˆ …O2 ‡ D2†1=2
: …14†

Since we assume O 0 > 0, as O ! 0, the dressed operators ~¼§ ! ¼§, ~¼z ! ¼z for
D < 0, and ~¼§ ! ¡¼¨, ~¼z ! ¡¼z for D > 0.

Under the transformation (12) the interaction Hamiltonian takes the form
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HI…t† ˆ i·h
…1

0
K…!†‰¼‡…t†b…!† exp ‰i’ ‡ i…!L ¡ !†tŠ:

¡ b‡…!†¼¡…t† exp ‰¡i’ ¡ i…!L ¡ !†tŠŠ d!: …15†

The master equation for the reduced density operator » of the system can be
derived using standard methods [21]. In the Born approximation the equation of
motion for the reduced density operator is given by [21]

@»D

@t
ˆ ¡ 1

·h2

…t

0
TrR f‰HI…t†; ‰HI…t ¡ ½†; »R…0†»D…t ¡ ½†ŠŠg d½; …16†

where the superscript D stands for the dressed picture, »R…0† is the density
operator for the � eld reservoir, TrR is the trace over the reservoir states and the
Hamiltonian HI…t† is given by (15). We next make the Markov approximation [21]
by replacing »D…t ¡ ½† in (16) by »D…t†, substitute the Hamiltonian (15) and take
the trace over the reservoir variables. We assume that the reservoir operators
satisfy the relations

TrR ‰b…!†b‡…! 0†»R…0†Š ˆ ‰N…!† ‡ 1Š¯…! ¡ ! 0†;

TrR ‰b‡…!†b…! 0†»R…0†Š ˆ N…!†¯…! ¡ ! 0†; …17†

where N…!† is the mean number of photons at frequency !. In the Markov
approximation we can extend the upper limit of the integration over ½ to in� nity
and perform necessary integrations using the formula

…1

0
exp …§i°½† d½ ˆ º¯…°† § iP 1

°
; …18†

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. In our case ° takes the values !L ¡ !,
!L ¡ ! § O 0, so there are three diVerent spectral contributions if the � eld is strong.
In the traditional approach there is only one contribution at !L ˆ !.

Performing lengthy but straightforward calculations including the principal
value contributions, after back transformation from the dressed picture to the
original operators in the frame rotating with the laser frequency !L and shifted in
phase by ’, we obtain the master equation which has the following form

@»

@t
ˆ i

2
D 0‰¼z; »Š ¡ i

2
O‰¼‡ ‡ ¼¡; »Š

‡ 1
2

N…2¼‡»¼¡ ¡ ¼¡¼‡» ¡ »¼¡¼‡†

‡ 1
2

…N ‡ a†…2¼¡»¼‡ ¡ ¼‡¼¡» ¡ »¼‡¼¡† …19†

¡ M¼‡»¼‡ ¡ M?¼¡»¼¡

‡ 1
2

L‰¼‡; »¼zŠ ¡ 1
2

L?‰¼¡; ¼z»Š

‡ 1
2

…L ‡ b†‰¼¡; »¼zŠ ¡ 1
2

…L ‡ b†?‰¼‡; ¼z»Š;

where
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D 0 ˆ D ‡ Dp;

Dp ˆ ®

8
‰…1 ‡ ~D†2…1 ‡ 2N¡†b¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2…1 ‡ 2N‡†b‡ ‡ 2…1 ¡ ~D

2†…1 ‡ 2N0†b0Š;

N ˆ ®

4
‰…1 ‡ ~D†2N¡a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2N‡a‡ ‡ 2…1 ¡ ~D

2†N0a0Š;

a ˆ ®

4
‰…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡ ‡ 2…1 ¡ ~D

2†a0Š;

M ˆ ®

8
…1 ¡ ~D

2†‰…1 ‡ 2N¡†…a¡ ¡ ib¡† ‡ …1 ‡ 2N‡†…a‡ ¡ ib‡†

¡ 2…1 ‡ 2N0†…a0 ¡ ib0†Š;

L ˆ ®

4
~O‰…1 ‡ ~D†N¡…a¡ ‡ ib¡† ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†N‡…a‡ ‡ ib‡† ¡ 2~DN0…a0 ‡ ib0†Š;

b ˆ ®

4
~O‰…1 ‡ ~D†…a¡ ‡ ib¡† ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†…a‡ ‡ ib‡† ¡ 2~D…a0 ‡ ib0†Š

…20†

with ® being the natural atomic linewidth (FWHM—full width at half maximum),
which is related to the coupling constant K…!† (assumed to be real) by the
following relation

K…!†2 ˆ ®

2º

!

!A

³ ´3

²…!†; …21†

where ²…!† describes the deviation of the reservoir density of modes from the
vacuum density of modes, for the vacuum ²…!† ˆ 1 and K…!A† ˆ …®=2º†1=2 (we
take into account only the frequency dependence assuming that the integration
over angular variables has already been performed). The remaining quantities are
de� ned by

N0 ˆ N…!L†; N§ ˆ N…!L § O 0†;

a0 ˆ !L

!A

³ ´3

²…!L†; a§ ˆ …!L § O 0

!A
†3²…!L § O 0†; …22†

b0 ˆ ¡ 1
®

P
…1

0

K…!†2

!L ¡ !
d!; b§ ˆ ¡ 1

®
P

…1

0

K…!†2

!L ¡ ! § O 0 d!;

where N…!† is the mean number of the reservoir photons at frequency !. In the
derivation of equation (19) we have included the divergent frequency shifts (the
Lamb shift) to the rede� nition of the atomic transition frequency [21], and we have
explicitly calculated the shifts that come from the principal value terms in (22).
These shifts can give contributions to the master equation in cases when the atom
is placed in a cavity with frequency-dependent density of modes and ²…!† has
essential ! dependence. We will consider the in� uence of both a strong laser � eld
and the density of modes on the two-level atom spectral properties.

The principal value terms in (22) can be evaluated when ²…!† is known. In our
calculations we model the mode structure by the dimensionless Lorentzian
functions. Let us assume that ²…!† is a Lorentzian
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²…!† ˆ ®2
c

…! ¡ !c†2 ‡ ®2
c

…23†

with the width ®c (®c ¾ ®) and centred at some frequency !c (for ®c ! 1
²…!† ! 1). Physically this can be considered, for example, as a cavity situation.
More realistic modelling of the cavity is to introduce some � at background modes
and cavity modes with a Lorentzian peak at the cavity resonance [3, 9]. In such a
case instead of being just a Lorentzian our ²…!† would be a constant independent of
! representing the background modes plus the Lorentzian describing the cavity
modes. Since we are mainly interested in structured reservoirs, we use in our
calculations only the Lorentzian function to describe the non-� at reservoir,
although adding a constant part would be straightforward (the constant part
does not contribute to the shifts). The width ®c should be much greater than the
atomic linewidth ® in order not to violate the Markovian approximation made in
the derivation of the master equation. From the de� nitions (22), using (23), we can
calculate the parameters b0 and b§ in the following way

b0 ˆ ¡ 1
®

P
…1

0

K…!†2

!L ¡ !
d! ˆ ¡ 1

2º
P

…1

0
… !

!A
†3 ®2

c

…! ¡ !c†2 ‡ ®2
c

1
!L ¡ !

d!

º ¡ !L

!A

³ ´3 1
2º

P
…1

0

®2
c

…! ¡ !c†2 ‡ ®2
c

1
!L ¡ !

d!

ˆ !L

!A

³ ´3 1
2º

P
…1

¡1

®2
c

…x2 ‡ ®2
c †…x ¡ ¯c†

dx ˆ ¡ 1
2

!L

!A

³ ´3
¯c®c

¯2
c ‡ ®2

c
; …24†

where ¯c ˆ !L ¡ !c, and after changing variables we have extended the integration
from ¡!c to ¡1. Proceeding in the same manner we get

b§ ˆ ¡ 1
2

!L § O 0

!A

³ ´3 …¯c § O 0†®c

…¯c § O 0†2 ‡ ®2
c

: …25†

The values of the shifts depend on the width ®c and the position of the mode
density peak. The most interesting cases are when the peak is centred at the laser
frequency (¯c ˆ 0), or at the Rabi sidebands (¯c ˆ §O 0).

Our master equation (19), in operator form, is a generalization of the standard
master equation known for the two-level atom. The generalization takes into
account the dependence of the relaxation rates on the strength of the driving � eld,
described by the dependence of a§ on the Rabi frequency O 0 through the !3 terms
as well as the diVerence of the reservoir mode density ²…!† from the ordinary
vacuum mode density. N0 and N§ are the mean number of reservoir photons at the
laser frequency !L and at the sidebands !L § O 0, respectively. On neglecting the
shift terms, our master equation (19), although diVerent in form, is equivalent to
the generalized Bloch equations introduced by Kocharovskaya et al. [12]. The
diVerence is that we have performed the dressing transformation on the operators
rather than on the atomic states. As we believe, the advantage of our approach is a
strikingly simple and transparent form of the master equation (19) which allows for
easy identi� cation of the standard terms known for the ordinary vacuum and
recognizing the new, non-standard terms that appear due to the strong-� eld
modi� cation of the damping rates and/or tailoring of the reservoir.
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For weak driving � elds and thermal reservoirs (² ˆ 1), we have a0 ˆ a§ ˆ 1
and N0 ˆ N§ is the mean number of photons of the reservoir, which means that
N ˆ ®N0 and a ˆ ® while M ˆ L ˆ b ˆ 0, and master equation (19) takes the well
known standard form. For non-thermal or tailored reservoirs, however, for which
²…!† is diVerent from unity, the new terms become important, and the atomic
evolution is changed in an essential way. It is particularly interesting that the new
terms, proportional to M, that are well known for the atom damped to the
squeezed vacuum reservoir, appear in the master equation (19) despite the fact
that the reservoir does not exhibit non-diagonal, phase-dependent correlations.
These terms appear for ordinary vacuum because of the asymmetry introduced to
the system by the strong � eld and/or the non-� at mode structure. Other non-
standard terms are those proportional to b and L.

Since the atomic operators ¼§ contain, according to (7), the phase factors
exp …¨i’†, the terms proportional to O, M, b and L in the master equation (19) are
phase dependent. Their phase dependence stems solely from the phase of the
driving � eld and, therefore, the phase will appear in the steady-state mean values
of the atomic dipole moment h¼§iss, for example, but not in the resonance
� uorescence and absorption spectra, in which the phase factors cancel. This
makes an important diVerence between the squeezing like terms, proportional to
M, in our master equation and the real squeezing terms coming from the squeezed
vacuum reservoir. In the case of squeezing reservoir the phase dependence of these
terms is exp ‰§i…2’ ¡ ’s†Š, where ’s is the phase of the squeezed vacuum � eld, and
even if the phase factors stemming from the driving � eld cancel in the resonance
� uorescence spectrum, the dependence on the squeezing phase remains, and the
� uorescence spectrum is sensitive to the squeezing phase. However, as will become
clear later, the phase-sensitive terms which appear in our master equation lead to
some eVects that are known for squeezing reservoirs, e.g. the diVerence in the
damping rates of the two quadrature components of the atomic dipole.

For strong laser � elds and � at reservoirs, assuming that ²…!† ˆ 1 and
O 0=!A ½ 1, we can expand a0 and a§ in a power series with respect to this
small quantity. Keeping only the linear terms we get the approximate relations

a0 º 1 ‡ 3~D
O 0

!A
; a§ º 1 ‡ 3…~D § ~O† O 0

!A
: …26†

Moreover, if the reservoir is the vacuum (thermal � eld at T ˆ 0), which means that
the mean number of photons N0 ˆ N§ ˆ 0, we have N ˆ L ˆ 0 and b0 ˆ b§ ˆ 0.
This gives us the following approximate expressions

a º ® 1 ‡ 3~D…1 ¡ ~O† O 0

!A

µ ¶
;

b º ¡ 3
2

®…1 ¡ ~D
2† O 0

!A
; …27†

M º 0;

which shows that when the asymmetry introduced to the system comes from the
dependence of the relaxation rates on the strength of the � eld only, the squeezed
vacuum like terms proportional to M, in the � rst approximation, are zero. This is
not true, however, if the density of modes of the reservoir diVers considerably
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from the free space density, i.e. ²…!† appreciably depends on frequency, or the
mean number of photons N…!† is not zero and essentially depends on frequency.
In this case the full form of the coeYcients (20) and (22) should be used in the
master equation (19).

3. Bloch equations and their solutions
From the master equation (19) it is easy to derive the generalized Bloch

equations describing the time evolution of the expectation values of the atomic
operators, which take the form

d
dt

h¼¡…t†i

h¼‡…t†i

h¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ˆ A

h¼¡…t†i

h¼‡…t†i

h¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ‡ 1
2

br ¡ iLi

br ‡ iLi

¡2a

0

BBB@

1

CCCA; …28†

A ˆ

iD 0 ¡ G ¡M i
2 O

¡M? ¡iD 0 ¡ G ¡ i
2 O

i…O ‡ bi† ‡ Lr ¡i…O ‡ bi† ‡ Lr ¡2G

0

BBB@

1

CCCA; …29†

and we have used the convention that for any complex quantity Q

Q ˆ Qr ‡ iQi; …30†

where Qr and Qi denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. For brevity of
notation we have made the substitutions

G ˆ 1
2…a ‡ 2N†; L ˆ b ‡ 2L: …31†

Introducing the Hermitian operators

¼x ˆ 1
2

…¼¡ ‡ ¼‡†; ¼y ˆ 1
2i

…¼¡ ¡ ¼‡†; …32†

we get from (28) the following equations of motion for the atomic polarization
quadratures

d
dt

h¼x…t†i

h¼y…t†i

h¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ˆ B

h¼x…t†i

h¼y…t†i

h¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ‡ 1
2

br

¡Li

¡2a

0

BBB@

1

CCCA …33†

with the matrix B given by

B ˆ

¡G ¡ Mr ¡D 0 ‡ Mi 0

D 0 ‡ Mi ¡G ‡ Mr
1
2 O

Lr ¡2…O ‡ bi† ¡2G

0

BBB@

1

CCCA: …34†

The generalized Bloch equations (28) and (33) are diVerent from the standard
Bloch equations. The relaxation rates have been obtained by coupling the dressed
atom rather than the bare atom to the reservoir, so they take into account the
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dependence of the relaxation rates on the strength of the laser � eld and the
structure of the reservoir modes including the shifts which are non-zero when the
density of modes is not � at. If we ignore the shift terms coming from the principal
value contributions, our Bloch equations are equivalent to the Bloch equations
obtained earlier by Kocharovskaya et al. [12].

It is interesting to note in the generalized Bloch equations the presence of the
M terms which have characteristics known from the squeezed vacuum reservoir.
They introduce coupling of h¼§i to their complex conjugates, and as is seen
from (34) the two quadrature components have diVerent damping rates similar to
the squeezed vacuum reservoirs [22], but the physical origin of this eVect is quite
diVerent. Recently, Lütkenhaus et al. [23] have studied a possibility of mimicking
squeezed reservoir interactions leading to squeezing like terms in the master
equations by ‘engineering ’ a squeezed-bath-type interaction with a driven multi-
level atom coupled to ‘normal ’ vacuum.

There are also free br and Li terms in equations (33), which give, for example, a
non-zero steady-state solution for h¼xi. The diVerences should have an eVect on
the atomic spectra which we are going to discuss later. Another important feature
is the presence of additional terms describing the shifts arising from the principal
value contributions. They should manifest themselves in situations of moderately
intense laser � elds and atoms in reservoirs with frequency-dependent density of
modes.

The steady-state solutions to equations (33) are the following

h¼xiss ˆ 1
2d

f…aO ‡ 2GLi†…D 0 ‡ Mi† ‡ br‰O…O ‡ bi† ‡ 2G…G ¡ Mr†Šg;

h¼yiss ˆ ¡ 1
2d

f…aO ‡ 2GLi†…G ‡ Mr† ¡ br‰OLr ‡ 2G…D 0 ‡ Mi†Šg; …35†

h¼ziss ˆ ¡ 1
d

fa…G2 ¡ jMj2 ‡ D 02† ‡ br‰…O ‡ bi†…D 0 ¡ Mi† ¡ Lr…G ¡ Mr†Š

¡ Li‰…O ‡ bi†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ Lr…D 0 ‡ Mi†Šg;

where

d ˆ O…O ‡ bi†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ LrO…D 0 ‡ Mi† ‡ 2G…G2 ¡ jMj2 ‡ D 02†: …36†

In the strong � eld limit when O 0 is much greater than all the damping terms, the
steady-state solutions (35) take a much simpler, approximate form (we keep only
the lowest non-vanishing terms)

h¼xiss ˆ 1
2

~D~Oa ‡ …1 ¡ ~D
2†br

…1 ¡ ~D
2†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ ~D…2~DG ‡ ~OLr†

h¼yiss ˆ ¡ 1
2O 0

~O…G ‡ Mr†a ¡ …2~DG ‡ ~OLr†br

…1 ¡ ~D
2†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ ~D…2~DG ‡ ~OLr†

; …37†

h¼ziss ˆ ¡
~D…~Da ‡ ~Obr†

…1 ¡ ~D
2†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ ~D…2~DG ‡ ~OLr†
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For thermal reservoirs for which the mean number of photons does not depend
appreciably on frequency, N…!† ˆ N0 ˆ N§, equations (37) go over into

h¼xiss ˆ
~O

2…1 ‡ 2N0†
…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
;

h¼yiss ˆ ¡
~O

4O 0
2…1 ¡ ~D

2†a¡a‡ ‡ ‰…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡Ša0

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
; …38†

h¼ziss ˆ ¡
~D

1 ‡ 2N0

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
:

From equations (38) it is evident that h¼yiss is of the order of 1=O 0 and becomes
zero in the secular limit. It is also clear that the steady-state values of h¼xiss and
h¼ziss depend on the density of photon modes at the sidebands only. Moreover,
upon making an appropriate choice of the detuning ~D and choosing diVerent mode
densities at the two sidebands (a¡ 6ˆ a‡), steady-state atomic inversion can be
realized. This eVect, called vacuum-� eld dressed-state pumping, has been pre-
dicted by Lewenstein and Mossberg [9] and observed by Zhu et al. [10]. On
resonance, ~D ˆ 0, ~O ˆ 1, the steady-state solutions simplify even further, and the
steady state value of h¼ziss becomes zero meaning equal population of the two
atomic levels.

Another important feature of solutions (38) is that the dispersion component of
the atomic dipole h¼xiss is non-zero if a¡ 6ˆ a‡. This can happen because of the
diVerence in the mode density at the two sidebands and/or the dependence of the
damping rate on the � eld intensity through the ……! § O 0†=!A†3 factor. The non-
zero solution for h¼xiss means the non-zero steady-state atomic dipole moment
which has dramatic eVect on the resonance � uorescence spectrum [9] in the
frequency-dependent photon reservoirs.

Even for � at reservoirs but very strong � elds h¼xiss can be non-zero due to the
dependence of the relaxation rates on the strength of the � eld (Rabi frequency).
This eVect, which was called symmetry breaking of the two-level atomic response
due to � eld-dependent relaxation, has been extensively discussed by Kocharovs-
kaya and Radeonychev [13]. The dispersive component h¼xiss can become zero for
some non-zero detuning Dc, which can be calculated by solving h¼xiss ˆ 0. In the
case of ordinary vacuum, N0 ˆ 0 and ²…!† ˆ 1, the linear approximation with
respect to O 0=!A ½ 1 (assuming D=O 0 ½ 1) gives for Dc the value obtained by
Kocharovskaya and Radeonychev [13]

Dc º 3O2

2!A
: …39†

For the strong � eld, for which O ¾ ®, the value of Dc can be greater than the
atomic linewidth, and as has been shown in [13] for the detuning between zero and
this critical value the population inversion of the atomic bare states is possible.

To illustrate the two mechanisms leading to the non-zero values of the x
component of the atomic dipole we plot in � gures 1 and 2 the steady-state values of
h¼xiss as a function of D=O for the reservoir with the density of modes described by
the Lorentzian (23) with ®c=® ˆ 100, tuned to the central line (solid line) and to the
sidebands (dashed and dashed-dotted lines) for two diVerent values of the Rabi
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frequency O=® ˆ 100 (� gure 1) and O=® ˆ 4000 (� gure 2) assuming that
®=!A ˆ 10¡5. It is seen that for the density of modes peaked at the sidebands,
for zero detuning the values of h¼xiss approach close to their extremal values §1=2.
When the reservoir is tuned to the central line the x component of the atomic
dipole is close to zero at zero detuning for strong but not extremely strong � elds
(� gure 1) and only for extremely strong � elds the dependence of the relaxation
rates on the Rabi frequency becomes evident, and h¼xiss for the reservoir tuned to
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Figure 1. The steady-state value of h¼xiss as a function of D=O. The density of modes,
given by (23) with ®c=® ˆ 100, is tuned to the central line (!c ˆ !L—solid line) and
to the sidebands (!c ˆ !L ‡ O 0—dashed line), (!c ˆ !L ¡ O 0—dashed-dotted line).
The Rabi frequency O=® ˆ 100 and ®=!A ˆ 10¡5.

Figure 2. The same as � gure 1 but for O=® ˆ 4000.



the central line takes non-zero values at zero detuning. It is also seen that the
extrema of h¼xiss, when the reservoir is tuned to the central line, are smaller than
those for the case where the reservoir is tuned to the sidebands, and never
approach one half.

In � gure 3 we plot the steady-state population of the excited atomic state
…h¼ziss ‡ 1†=2 versus D=O. This quantity expresses the steady-state � uorescence
light intensity also known as the absorption spectrum of the driving � eld or the
stationary lineshape [24]. A comparison is made between the � at reservoir with
®c=® ˆ 1000 and the structured reservoir with ®c=® ˆ 10. The density of modes is
tuned to the sideband !c ˆ !L ‡ O 0, and the Rabi frequency is O=® ˆ 10
(O ½ !A). For the � at reservoir the peak of the intensity appears at zero detuning
and its value is 1=2 which means zero value of the population inversion h¼ziss while
for the structured reservoir the peak shifts towards the sideband where the density
of modes has its maximum and the intensity becomes higher than 1=2 indicating a
non-zero steady-state atomic population. The possibility of creating the steady-
state population inversion by appropriately tuning the cavity has been discussed by
Lewenstein and Mossberg [9] in their non-Markovian approach. Our example
shows that the eVect can be explained also within the simple Markovian master
equation.

3.1. Dressed atom picture
A convenient way to describe the two-level atom interacting with the strong

laser � eld is the dressed atom picture. To derive the master equation (19) we used
the dressing transformation given by (12) and (13) to � nd the time dependence of
the atomic operators. The transformation (13) which relates the bare atomic
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Figure 3. The steady-state population of the excited state …h 1 ‡ ¼ziss†=2 as a function
of detuning D=O for the � at reservoir with ®c ˆ 1000® (dashed line) and the
structured reservoir with ®c ˆ 10® (solid line). The density of modes is tuned to the
sideband !c ˆ !L ‡ O 0 and O=® ˆ 10 (O ½ !A).



operators ¼¡, ¼‡ and ¼z to the dressed atomic operators ~¼¡, ~¼‡ and ~¼z can be
written in the matrix form

~¼¡

~¼‡

~¼z

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ˆ T

¼¡

¼‡

¼z

0

BBB@

1

CCCA; …40†

with

T ˆ

1
2 …1 ¡ ~D† ¡ 1

2 …1 ‡ ~D† ¡ 1
2

~O

¡ 1
2 …1 ‡ ~D† 1

2 …1 ¡ ~D† ¡ 1
2

~O

~O ~O ¡~D

0

BBB@

1

CCCA: …41†

The inverse transformation T¡1, from the dressed operators to the bare operators,
can be performed with the matrix of exactly the same form as (41) but with ~O
replaced by ¡~O. After applying the transformation (40) the Hamiltonian H0, given
by (9), becomes diagonal

H0 ˆ 1
2·hO 0 ~¼z: …42†

Using transformation (40), the generalized Bloch equations (28) can be
transformed into the corresponding equations of motion for the dressed operators

d
dt

h~¼¡…t†i

h~¼‡…t†i

h~¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ˆ ~A

h~¼¡…t†i

h~¼‡…t†i

h~¼z…t†i

0

BBB@

1

CCCA ‡ 1
2

~Oa ¡ ~Dbr ¡ iLi

~Oa ¡ ~Dbr ‡ iLi

2~Da ‡ 2~Obr

0

BBB@

1

CCCA; …43†

where the matrix

~A ˆ TAT¡1 …44†

has the following matrix elements

~A11 ˆ ~A¤
22 ˆ ¡i…O 0 ‡ 1

2
~Obi ‡ ~DDp† ¡ fG ‡ 1

2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D
2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠg;

~A12 ˆ ~A¤
21 ˆ i…1

2
~Obi ‡ ~DMi† ¡ 1

2 ‰G ‡ Mr ‡ ~D
2…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠ;

~A13 ˆ ~A¤
23 ˆ i

2
~O…Dp ¡ Mi† ¡ 1

2
‰~D~O…G ¡ Mr† ‡ …1 ¡ ~D

2†LrŠ;

~A31 ˆ ~A¤
32 ˆ i‰~O…Dp ‡ Mi† ¡ ~DbiŠ ¡ ~O…G ¡ Mr† ‡ ~D

2
Lr;

~A33 ˆ ¡2fG ¡ 1
2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D

2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠg:

…45†

In the secular approximation, when O 0 is much larger than all the damping
terms, the non-diagonal matrix elements of the matrix ~A are neglected and on
neglecting also the vector of the free terms in (43), equations (43) are decoupled
and have simple exponential solutions
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h~¼§…t†i ˆ h~¼§…0†i exp f§i…O 0 ‡ 1
2

~Obi ‡ ~DDp†t

¡ ‰G ‡ 1
2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D

2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠŠtg;

h~¼z…t†i ˆ h~¼z…0†i exp f¡2‰G ¡ 1
2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D

2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠŠtg:

…46†

From the diagonal elements of the matrix (45), which de� ne the solutions (46), one
can easily read out some interesting features of the atomic evolution in the secular
limit. It is seen that the Rabi frequency O 0 is shifted by ~Obi=2 ‡ ~DDp if the
reservoir is not � at. One can also identify two damping rates

Gcoh ˆ G ‡ 1
2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D

2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠ;

Gpop ˆ 2fG ¡ 1
2 ‰…1 ¡ ~D

2†…G ¡ Mr† ¡ ~D~OLrŠg;
…47†

which describe the relaxations of the dressed coherences and populations. For
ordinary vacuum, G ˆ ®=2, Mr ˆ Lr ˆ 0, the two rates have well-known
expressions [5]. For tailored reservoirs they are substantially modi� ed. Since the
rate Gcoh de� nes the width of the sidebands, and Gpop the width of the central line
in the Mollow spectrum, the modi� cations should be visible in the � uorescence
spectrum. From the form of (47) we see that when Mr can take negative values,
which is possible for the reservoir tuned to the central line (!c ˆ !L), the value of
Gpop can be smaller than in the standard case (Mr ˆ Lr ˆ 0). This means narrow-
ing of the central line, but a simultaneous broadening of the sidebands because
Gcoh becomes larger. This eVect is shown in � gure 4 where we have plotted Gpop

and Gcoh, normalized to their values for the � at reservoir with ² ˆ 1, as a function
of …!A ¡ !c†=O for D ˆ 0. The eVect of narrowing the central line, Gpop

(� gure 4 (a)) below unity, and simultaneous broadening of the sidebands, Gcoh
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Figure 4. The widths (a) Gpop and (b) Gcoh (normalized to their values for ² ˆ 1) versus
¯c=O for O=® ˆ 100, ®=!A ˆ 10¡5 and ®c=® ˆ 10 (solid line), ®c=® ˆ 100 (dashed
line), ®c=® ˆ 1000 (dotted line).



(� gure 4 (b)) above unity, is clearly visible when the peak of the reservoir density of
modes is centred on the atomic frequency (!A ˆ !c). The narrower the reservoir,
the larger is the eVect of narrowing (broadening) the lines. This is evidently caused
by the negative values of Mr for the reservoir tuned to the central line, as seen
from (20), and in this respect the eVect is reminiscent of the analogous eVect
known for squeezed reservoirs [22].

Generally, when the secular approximation is not justi� ed, a complete set of
equations (43) must be solved. In this case the dressed atom picture has no
advantage over the bare atom picture, and equations (43) are completely equivalent
to equations (28). The steady-state solutions for the dressed atomic quantities can
be found by directly solving equations (43) or using the steady-state solutions for
the bare atomic quantities (35) and the transformation (40). Choosing the latter
way we arrive at

h~¼§iss ˆ ¡~Dh¼xiss ¨ ih¼yiss ¡ 1
2
~Oh¼ziss;

h~¼ziss ˆ 2~Oh¼xiss ¡ ~Dh¼ziss;
…48†

where h¼xiss, h¼yiss and h¼ziss are given by (35). The non-zero value of h~¼ziss means
diVerent populations of the atomic dressed states. On resonance (~D ˆ 0) this
diVerence depends solely on h¼xiss, which in turn is non-zero if br is non-zero.

In the strong � eld limit, using (37), we have

h~¼ziss ˆ
~Da ‡ ~Obr

…1 ¡ ~D
2†…G ‡ Mr† ‡ ~D…2~DG ‡ ~OLr†

ˆ ¡ h¼ziss

~D
; …49†

and for the reservoir with the mean number of photons equal to zero
(N0 ˆ N§ ˆ 0) we get the result obtained in [13]

h~¼ziss ˆ …1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
: …50†

The populations of the dressed states are equal to

1
2

…1 § h~¼ziss† ˆ
…1 § ~D†2a¨

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
: …51†

From equations (50) or (51) and (22) it is clear that even on resonance and � at
reservoir, if the Rabi frequency is suYciently large, the dressed states are not
equally populated because of the dependence of the damping rates on the Rabi
frequency, as shown earlier by Kocharovskaya and Radeonychev [13]. This
population diVerence is equal to ¡3O=!A and is usually very small. One can
expect bigger eVects for structured reservoirs.

Indeed, for a structured reservoir with ²…!† appreciably depending on ! and
with the mean number of photons N0 ˆ N§ ˆ 0, on resonance (~D ˆ 0), we obtain
from (50) and (22)

h~¼ziss º ²…!A ¡ O† ¡ ²…!A ‡ O†
²…!A ¡ O† ‡ ²…!A ‡ O† ¡ 12O

!A

²…!A ¡ O†²…!A ‡ O†
‰²…!A ¡ O† ‡ ²…!A ‡ O†Š2

; …52†

which shows that h~¼ziss can be close to unity when the reservoir density of modes
has its peak at one of the Rabi sidebands and is close to zero at the other sideband.
This means that only one of the dressed atomic states could be populated by
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appropriately tailoring the reservoir, the eVect discussed in [9]. Populations of the
dressed states de� ne the weights of the spectral components of the Mollow triplet
in the strong-� eld resonance � uorescence.

4. Fluorescence spectrum
We identify the � uorescence spectrum as a rate at which the mean photon

number in the reservoir mode at frequency ! changes in time for the steady state
conditions. It can be calculated from the formula

F …!† ˆ lim
t!1

d
dt

hb‡…!; t†b…!; t†i ˆ lim
t!1

d
dt

b‡…!; t†b…!; t† ‡ b‡…!; t† d
dt

b…!; t†
½ ¾

:

…53†

From the Heisenberg equation of motion for the annihilation operator b…!† we can
write

d
dt

b…!; t† ˆ 1
i·h

‰b…!; t†; HŠ ˆ ¡i!b…!; t† ‡ K…!†¼¡…t† exp …¡i!Lt†; …54†

and after integrating formally (54) we have

b…!; t† ˆ b…!; 0† exp …¡i!t† ‡ K…!†
…t

0
¼¡…t 0† exp ‰i…! ¡ !L†t 0Š dt 0: …55†

Substituting (54) and (55) to equation (53) and taking the limit t ! 1, we can
� nally obtain the formula for the stationary rate of the mean number of scattered
photons at frequency ! (� uorescence spectrum) which has the form

F …!† ˆ 2K…!†2 Re
…1

0
d½h¼‡…0†¼¡…½†i exp ‰i…! ¡ !L†½ Š: …56†

Substituting for K…!† the explicit expression (21) we arrive at

F…!† ˆ ®

º

!

!A

³ ´3

²…!† Re
…1

0
d½h¼‡…0†¼¡…½†i exp ‰i…! ¡ !L†½ Š: …57†

The equations of motion for the atomic correlation functions required to
calculate the spectrum can be easily obtained from the equations of motion (28)
for the atomic operators and the quantum regression theorem [25]. The initial
values for the correlation functions are as follows

h¼‡¼¡iss ˆ 1
2…1 ‡ h¼ziss†;

h¼‡¼‡iss ˆ 0;

h¼‡¼ziss ˆ ¡h¼‡iss ˆ ¡…h¼xiss ¡ ih¼yiss†;

…58†

with the steady-state solutions given by (35).
Using the Laplace transform method we can � nd the Laplace transform F…z† of

the correlation function h¼‡…0†¼¡…½†iss, which has the form
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F…z† ˆ 1
2zd…z†

z
2

…1 ‡ h¼ziss†‰2…z ‡ 2G†…z ‡ G ‡ iD 0† ‡ O…O ‡ bi ‡ iLr†Š
n

‡ h¼‡iss‰¡i‰O…z ‡ a† ‡ Li…z ‡ 2G†Š…z ‡ G ‡ M ‡ iD 0†

‡ br‰O…O ‡ bi ‡ iLr† ‡ …z ‡ 2G†…z ‡ G ¡ M ‡ iD 0†ŠŠ
o

; …59†

where

d…z† ˆ d ‡ z‰…z ‡ 2G†2 ‡ O…O ‡ bi† ‡ G2 ¡ jMj2 ‡ D 02Š; …60†

and d ˆ d…0† is given by (36).
The Laplace transform (59) contains both the coherent and incoherent con-

tributions to the spectrum [26]. The coherent part of the spectrum is the delta
function ¯…! ¡ !L† centred on the laser frequency, the amplitude of which is
de� ned by the residuum for z ˆ 0

F coh…!† ˆ ®
!

!A

³ ´3

²…!† lim
z!0

zF…z†¯…! ¡ !L†: …61†

The incoherent part of the spectrum is given by

F inc…!† ˆ ®

º

!

!A

³ ´3

²…!† Re F…z† ¡ 1
z

lim
z!0

zF…z†
µ ¶

zˆ¡i…!¡!L†

( )

: …62†

In the strong � eld limit the approximate roots of the denominator d…z† can be
found easily. In the zeroth approximation in ®=O 0 they take the form

z0 ˆ ¡Gpop; z§ ˆ ¨i…O 0 ‡ ¯† ¡ Gcoh; …63†

where Gpop, Gcoh are given by (47), and the shift term ¯ ˆ ~DDp ‡ ~Obi=2 appeared
in (63), in accordance with (46). In fact, if the mode density ²…!† is modelled by the
Lorentzian function (23), for strong � elds the shift ¯ ¹ 1=O 0 and in the zeroth
approximation should be dropped from (63) for consistency. Moreover, in the
secular limit, from the steady-state solutions (37), we have h¼yiss º 0 and
h¼‡iss ˆ h¼xiss ¡ ih¼yiss º h¼xiss, which allows us to � nd simple analytical expres-
sions for the � uorescence spectrum.

For the coherent part we get

F coh…!† ˆ ®
!L

!A

³ ´3

²…!L†h¼xi2
ss¯…! ¡ !L†

ˆ ®
a0

4

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ¡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡

" #2

¯…! ¡ !L†; …64†

where we have used the properties of the delta function and replaced ! by !L in the
factors multiplying ¯…! ¡ !L†, and the second line has been obtained with (22)
and (38) for N0 ˆ 0.

For the incoherent part we obtain
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F inc…!† ˆ ®

º
a0F0

Gpop

…! ¡ !L†2 ‡ G2
pop

‡ a¡F¡
Gcoh

…! ¡ !L ‡ O 0†2 ‡ G2
coh

(

‡a‡F‡
Gcoh

…! ¡ !L ¡ O 0†2 ‡ G2
coh

)
…65†

with

F0 ˆ 1
4…1 ¡ ~D

2†…1 ‡ h¼ziss† ‡ 1
2…~D~O ¡ 2h¼xiss†h¼xiss

ˆ …1 ¡ ~D
2†1

4…1 ¡ h~¼zi2
ss†; …66†

F¨ ˆ 1
8…1 § ~D†2…1 ‡ h¼ziss† ¨ 1

4…1 § ~D†~Oh¼xiss

ˆ 1
4…1 § ~D†21

2…1 ¨ h~¼ziss†: …67†

In writing (65) we have replaced the factor …!=!A†3²…!† in the de� nition (62) by
the value at the centre of each Lorentzian line, i.e. a0, a¡ and a‡, respectively.

For the reservoir with the mean number of photons N0 ˆ 0, according to (38)
or (50), we obtain

F0 ˆ
…1 ¡ ~D

2†3a¡a‡

‰…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡Š2
;

F¨ ˆ 1
4

…1 ¡ ~D
2†2a§

…1 ‡ ~D†2a¡ ‡ …1 ¡ ~D†2a‡
:

…68†

It is interesting to note that F¡ (F‡) is proportional to a‡ (a¡) which means that
a¡F¡ ˆ a‡F‡, and the amplitudes of the two sidebands are equal. The spectrum is
thus, in the secular limit, symmetric even for non-symmetric reservoirs. These are
the results obtained and discussed in detail by Keitel and co-workers [14, 15]. As
they have shown, the � uorescence spectrum in the dressed atom picture has clear
physical interpretation: the amplitude of the line is a product of the population of
the dressed level from which the line starts times the rate for this particular
transition. We have explicitly factored out the dressed populations in (66) and (67)
to show this structure. Identifying …1 ¡ ~D

2†a0® and …1 § ~D†2a¨® as the rates
between the particular dressed states we arrive at the same physical interpretation
of the spectra. It is thus evident that our master equation, together with
de� nition (56) of the � uorescence spectrum, perfectly reproduces the results for
strong � elds, which are valid as long as the secular approximation is valid. It is
important, however, to have the ! dependent factor K…!†2 in the � uorescence
rate (56) multiplying the atomic correlation function to get the symmetric
� uorescence spectrum. For strong � elds, when the spectral lines are well separated
this factor can be replaced by the values at the line centres. Only when this factor
can really be treated as constant over the whole range of !, the standard de� nition
of the � uorescence spectrum as the Fourier transform of the atomic correlation
function alone is applicable. This is, for example, the case when the reservoir
density of modes has substantial background component which is essentially � at
and the � uorescence spectrum to the background modes is observed. In this case
the weights of the sidebands are F¡ and F‡, which are diVerent, and the
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� uorescence spectrum is asymmetric in agreement with the results of [9, 11]. In
� gure 5 we have shown the diVerence between the two cases. Another interesting
feature of spectrum (65), found by Lewenstein and Mossberg [9] and reproduced
here, is the fact that the weight of the central line depends on the product of the
populations of the two dressed states, and for the reservoir tuned to one of the
sidebands, when only one of the dressed states is highly populated, the central line
is considerably suppressed.

Our analytical solutions for the � uorescence spectrum given by formulas (61)
and (62) together with (59) are not restricted to very strong � elds when the secular
approximation is valid, although of course, they give correct results in this limit.
Having the general analytical results at hand it is easy to keep track of all kinds of
approximations, and the spectra themselves can be trivially plotted using a com-
puter. In � gure 6 we have plotted the incoherent part of the resonance � uorescence
spectrum calculated according to formula (62), together with (59), for D ˆ 0,
O=® ˆ 10, ®c=® ˆ 10 and !c ˆ !L ‡ O 0. Since the Rabi frequency is not extremely
high the non-secular terms become important in the spectrum and the spectrum
becomes asymmetric. The asymmetry of the spectrum comes from the shift
terms (24) and (25). For reference we have plotted the spectrum with the shift
terms put to zero (dashed line), which is symmetric. Thus, for asymmetric
reservoirs the spectrum becomes asymmetric due to the non-secular terms coming
from the shifts. In the secular limit the spectrum becomes symmetric.

5. Absorption spectrum
The probe absorption spectrum of a two-level atom is given by the Fourier

transform of the two-time atomic correlation functions as [27]
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Figure 5. The incoherent part of the resonance � uorescence spectrum F inc…!† versus
…! ¡ !L†=O for D ˆ 0, O=® ˆ 10, ®c=® ˆ 10 and !c ˆ !L ‡ O 0. The curves present
the spectra calculated with the actual value of K…!†2 multiplying the correlation
function (solid line) and with K…!†2 ˆ …®=2º†1=2 (dashed line).



A…!† ˆ 2
º

Re
…1

0
d½h‰¼¡…½†; ¼‡…0†Šiss exp ‰¡i…! ¡ !L†½ Š; …69†

where Re denotes the real part of the integral. The absorption spectrum is de� ned
by the diVerence of two atomic correlation functions (coming from the commu-
tator in (69)). The evolution of such a diVerence can be found from the Bloch
equations (28) by applying the quantum regression theorem. The system of
equations for the two-time correlation functions is governed by the matrix A,
given in (29), and the initial values

h¼¡¼‡iss ¡ h¼‡¼¡iss ˆ ¡h¼ziss;

h¼‡¼‡i ˆ 0;

h¼z¼‡iss ¡ h¼‡¼zi ˆ 2h¼‡iss ˆ 2…h¼xiss ¡ ih¼yiss†;

…70†

with the steady-state solutions given by (35).
Taking the Laplace transform of the equations of motion we obtain the system

of algebraic equations for the transformed variables which can be easily solved.
The solution gives us the following formula for the Laplace transform A…z† of the
diVerence h¼¡…½†¼‡…0†iss ¡ h¼‡…0†¼¡…½†iss as

A…z† ˆ ¡ 1
d…z† h¼ziss …z ‡ 2G†…z ‡ G ‡ iD 0†† ‡ O

2
…O ‡ bi ‡ iLr†

µ» ¶

¡ ih¼‡issO…z ‡ G ‡ M ‡ iD 0†
¼

; …71†

where d…z† is given by (60).
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Figure 6. The incoherent part of the resonance � uorescence spectrum F inc…!† versus
…! ¡ !L†=O for D ˆ 0, O=® ˆ 10, ®c=® ˆ 10 and !c ˆ !L ‡ O 0. Both spectra are
calculated according to (62) but the dashed line presents the spectrum with the shift
terms put to zero.



From the Laplace transform (71), the probe absorption spectrum de� ned
by (60) is obtained as

A…!† ˆ 2
º

Re fA…z†jzˆ¡i…!¡!L†:g: …72†

Formulas (69)–(72) are quite simple analytical expressions describing the probe
absorption spectrum of the atom driven by the external � eld with the Rabi
frequency O, detuned by D from the atomic resonance and damped to a structured
reservoir.

For strong � elds, in the secular limit, the probe absorption spectrum, similarly
to the � uorescence spectrum, can be decomposed into individual lines. Using the
approximate roots (63) of the denominator d…z†, in zeroth approximation with
respect to ®=O 0, we obtain

A…!† ˆ 2
º

A¡
Gcoh

…! ¡ !L ‡ O 0†2 ‡ G2
coh

‡ A‡
Gcoh

…! ¡ !L ¡ O 0†2 ‡ G2
coh

( )

…73†

with

A¨ ˆ ¡1
4…1 § ~D†2h¼ziss § 1

2 …1 § ~D†~Oh¼xiss

ˆ §1
4…1 § ~D†2h~¼ziss: …74†

From (73) and (74) it is clear that, depending on the sign of h~¼ziss, there is an
absorption peak at one sideband and an emission peak at the other sideband, both
with the width Gcoh. If the dressed states are equally populated, there is no
absorption in the zeroth order in 1=O 0. According to (50), assuming that the
reservoir is � at (²…!† ˆ 1), the only mechanism leading to the dressed states
population diVerence is the dependence of the atomic rates on the Rabi frequency
through the …!=!A†3 factor in (22). In this case our results agree with the results of
Kocharovskaya and Radeonychev [13].

For structured reservoirs, as evident from (52), the population diVerence of the
dressed states depends strongly on the diVerence of the density of modes at the two
sidebands, and the amplitudes (74) of the absorption lines can be much stronger
than in the previous case. Moving the peak of the density of modes from one
sideband to the other it is possible to change absorption into gain and vice versa. In
the general case, the probe absorption spectrum can be calculated and plotted
using (72) and (71). In � gure 7 we have plotted the absorption spectrum for two
diVerent bandwidths of the reservoir ®c=® ˆ 10 (solid line) and ®c=® ˆ 10 000
(dashed line), for the case when the reservoir is peaked at the central line (!c ˆ !A,
D ˆ 0) and the Rabi frequency is equal O=® ˆ 10. For the broadband reservoir the
spectrum has standard form [26]. For the narrow-bandwidth reservoir there is the
gain line at the lower sideband and the absorption line at the upper sideband. The
small absorption line at the centre is also more pronounced.

6. Summary
In this paper we have derived the generalized master equation for the reduced

atomic density matrix, within the Born and Markov approximations, for the atom
driven on resonance by a strong, classical electromagnetic � eld. In the derivation
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we have � rst performed the dressing transformation on the atomic operators, and
only after that we have allowed for coupling of such a dressed atom to the reservoir
with a non-� at density of modes. The master equation, in the operator form, which
takes into account the in� uence of the high-intensity laser � eld and the structure of
the mode density of the reservoir, has a simple and transparent structure allowing
for easy identi� cation of diVerent physical contributions to the atomic evolution.
No secular approximation has been made in the derivation, so the results obtained
from the master equation are quite general and should be valid also for weak � elds.
In fact, a posteriori we can say that they correctly reproduce the weak � eld results if
the weak � eld limit is taken.

To illustrate applicability of our master equation we have discussed the steady-
state solutions of the optical Bloch equations as well as the � uorescence and
absorption spectra. We have found that our solutions reproduce many eVects
obtained earlier. We have found that the non-secular terms associated with the
shift terms introduce asymmetry to the resonance � uorescence spectrum. The
asymmetry in the spectrum appears also when the � uorescence is observed to the
background modes with a � at mode density.

In our master equation we have identi� ed terms that are similar to terms
arising from non-diagonal � eld correlations in squeezed vacuum reservoirs. These
squeezing like terms proportional to M cause a similar eVect as the squeezed
vacuum, i.e. the two quadrature components of the atomic dipole decay at diVerent
rates. This leads to narrowing of the spectral lines similar as in the squeezed
vacuum. Other non-standard terms that we have identi� ed are those with b and L.
Although all the non-standard terms are phase dependent, their phase dependence
stems solely from the phase of the driving � eld, and it disappears in the resonance
� uorescence and absorption spectra. This diVerentiates the squeezing like terms of
our master equation from the real squeezing terms that lead to the spectra that are
sensitive to the squeezing phase.
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Figure 7. The absorption spectrum Ainc…!† versus …! ¡ !L†=O for D ˆ 0, !c ˆ !L,
O=® ˆ 10, ®c=® ˆ 10 (solid line) and ®c=® ˆ 10 000 (dashed line).



The general formulas for the steady-state solutions and the spectra are valid
also for weak � elds making our approach quite general. In the secular limit our
results reproduce those obtained earlier. As we believe, our master equation,
because of its simplicity and generality, can be useful in describing non-standard
eVects appearing in the atom–� eld interaction.
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